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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Myriam has contributed to the dictionary with 2 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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malaya
I see some confusion in some people, Malay and malhaya are two distinct and distinct words are their meanings, in my
opinion, Malay is synonymous with hopefully of God, or God will, malhaya is a way of denying before a fact or attitude of
his own or others.  At least that's what I learned throughout my years between my children and youth there by my village
Monteros in the province of Tucumán north of beautiful Argentina : ) cordial greetings to all and all here!!!

que me aspen
That I am grieved, means that as is, to be crucified, like fan blades or mills, personally I use it a lot and always related to
things that disgust me, said, or done, or when I look at something on tv or hear something that I don't like, worse,
something that displeases me too much, then I look at everyone and with a big gesture almost screaming , please follow
me!!! I am amused to provoke laughter between my laburo bars, always younger than me and most do not know the
term, in fact many of them when some annoying fact happens look at me and say shocked, to grievance me!!! Happy to
introduce old terms almost deprecated, greetings to all!!!


